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Luisa and the Souls who Live in the Divine Will are 
the Little Wheels that Rotate Within the Great 

Wheel of Eternity 
May 24 

 
 

II. Ways of Coming to Know God (CCC) 
33 …The soul, the “seed of eternity we bear in ourselves, irreducible to the merely 

material,”9 can have its origin only in God. 
 

Ezechiel 1:15 
And the appearance of the wheels, and the work of them was like the appearance of 
the sea: and the four had all one likeness: and their appearance and their work was 

as it were a wheel in the midst of a wheel. 
 

V13 – Feb. 4, 1922 - "My daughter, the souls who Live in My Will are the little 
wheels that rotate within the great wheel of Eternity. My Will is the motion and 
the life of the wheel of the endless Eternity. As they enter into My Will to pray, to 
love, to operate, etc., the Wheel of Eternity makes them go around within its 
interminable circumference. And since in that Wheel they find all that has been 
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done and must be done, and all that should be done but is not done, as they rotate, 
they cast Light and Divine Waves into what has been done and must be done, giving 
Divine Honor to their Creator in the name of all; and they redo what has not been 
done by the creatures. Oh, how beautiful it is to see a soul enter into My Will! As 
she enters, the great Wheel of Eternity winds her, to make her go around within its 
great expanse; and the little wheel does its eternal rounds. The winding by the 
great wheel puts her in communication with all the Divine Windings, and while she 
goes around, she does all that her Creator Himself does. Therefore, they are as 
though the first and the last to be created by Me, because, in going around, they 
find themselves at the beginning, in the middle, and at the end. So, they will be the 
Crown of the whole human family; the glory, the honor and the substitution of all; 
and the return to God of the whole order of things created by Him. Therefore, may 
your rounds be continuous in My Will; I will give you the winding, and you will be 
ready to receive it, won’t you?" 

Then He added: "You have not spoken about all the rounds that the little 
wheel of your will does within the great Wheel of Eternity." And I: ‘How could I 
speak about them, if I don’t know?’ And He: "As the soul enters into My Will - even 
with a simple adhesion, with an abandonment - I wind her so as to make her go 
around. And do you know how many times she goes around? She goes around as 
many times for as many thinking intelligences, for as many gazes as creatures give, 
for as many words as they say, for as many works as they do and as many steps as 
they take. They go around at each Divine Act, at each motion, at each grace which 
descends from Heaven... In sum, they form their round in anything that is done in 
Heaven and on earth. The rounds of these little wheels are fast and rapid, so they 
cannot calculate them. But I count them all - first, to take the Glory and the Eternal 
Love that they give Me; and then, to fuse all the Eternal Good; to give them the 
capacity of surpassing everything, to be able to embrace everyone and become 
Crown of everything." 

 
D e o  g r a t i a s 

 
FIAT! 

 
Amen.  So be it! 
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“Amen” (CCC) 

1062 In Hebrew, amen comes from the same root as the word “believe.” This root expresses 
solidity, trustworthiness, faithfulness. And so we can understand why “Amen” may express 
both God’s faithfulness towards us and our trust in him. 1063 In the book of the prophet 

Isaiah, we find the expression “God of truth” (literally “God of the Amen”), that is, the God 
who is faithful to his promises: “He who blesses himself in the land shall bless himself by the 
God of truth [amen].”647 Our Lord often used the word “Amen,” sometimes repeated,648 to 

emphasize the trustworthiness of his teaching, his authority founded on God’s truth 

 
1065 Jesus Christ himself is the “Amen.”650 He is the definitive “Amen” of the Father’s love for 
us. He takes up and completes our “Amen” to the Father: “For all the promises of God find their 

Yes in him. That is why we utter the Amen through him, to the glory of God”:651 
 

Matthew 6:13 
And lead us not into temptation. But deliver us from evil. Amen. 

 

V15 – May 2, 1923 – “…And if I (Jesus) added,  ‘And lead us not into temptation’ - 
how could God ever lead man to temptation? - it was because man is always man, 
free in himself, since I never take away from him the rights I gave him in Creating 
him; and he, frightened and fearful of himself, tacitly cries out, and prays without 
expressing it with words:  ‘Give us the Bread of Your Will, that we may reject all 
temptations; and by virtue of this Bread, deliver us from every evil.  Amen.’ 
 
V18 – Oct. 1, 1925 - May everything be for the Glory of God, and for the Good of 
my soul and of all souls.  Amen. 
 
V18 – Oct. 4, 1925 - I hope that blessed Jesus will give me the Grace to correspond, 
and to fulfill His Adorable Will in me, and in all.  Amen. 
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V19 – Mar. 2, 1926 - At that moment, the Heavens opened and I heard everyone 
say, in chorus:  “Glory be to the Father and to the Son and to the Holy Spirit”.  I 
don’t know how, but it was my turn to answer:  ‘As it was in the beginning, is now, 
and ever shall be, world without end. Amen.’  

 
FIAT! 


